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Abstract 

There are rules that regulate how conversation should be conducted, these are called 
conversational maxims. This paper aims to identify instances of breakings of the 
conversational maxims in the Tv-series Fresh Prince of Bel Air and How to get away with 
murder; one of which is a comedy series and the other a drama series. Speech in a 
Tv-series is supposed to reflect natural conversation, still the dialogue is written for 
a specific purpose. The study, therefore, also aims at studying how scriptwriters use 
non-observance of the maxims for different purposes and to evoke different effects. 
By using Grice’s cooperative principle, four episodes of Fresh Prince of Bel Air and 
two episodes of How to get away with murder, were studied. The results show that the 
maxim of manner is the most frequently broken maxim in both Tv-series. Results 
also show that the effect of non-observance in the two Tv-series differed. In Fresh 
Prince of Bel air, breaking maxims most often had a humorous effect. In How to get 
away with murder the effect of breaking the maxims was mostly a dramatic one.  

Keywords: conversational maxims, H.P Grice, cooperative principle, implicature  

 

Sammanfattning: Det finns regler som reglerar hur konversationer bör föras som 
kallas samtalsmaximer. Denna uppsats syftar till att identifiera brott mot dessa 
maximer i Tv-serierna Fresh Prince of Bel Air och How to get away with murder. Den 
första är en komediserie och den andra en dramaserie. Dialog i Tv-serier ska 
reflektera verkliga konversationer, trots detta så är dialogen i series skriven för ett 
specifikt syfte. Studien syftar därmed även till att undersöka hur manusförfattare 
använder brott mot maximer för att föra fram olika effekter. Genom att använda 
Grices sammarbetsprincip studerades fyra avsnitt av Fresh Prince of Bel air och två 
avnsitt av How to get away with murder. Resultatet visar att sättmaximet var det som 
bröts flest gånger i båda serierna. Resultatet visar även att effekten av dessa brott 
mot maximer skilde sig mellan serierna. I Fresh Prince of Bel Air hade dessa brott 
oftast en humoristisk effekt medan brott mot maximer i How to get away with murder 
istället hade en dramatisk effekt.  

Nyckelord: konversationmaximer, H.P Grice, sammarbetsprincipen, implikatur 
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“Language is the source of misunderstandings.” 

 

                                         - Antoine de Saint-Exupéry 

 

We have all experienced situations where we have been completely misunderstood, or 

instances where we thought we understood someone, only to realize that they meant 

something else entirely. The quote above is taken from the novella The little Prince by 

Antoine de Saint-Exupéry and sums up one of the potential pitfalls of human 

communication.  

 

Communication relies in part on interpretations of what is said by those who are listening. 

When speakers leave room for interpretation, they also leave room for misunderstandings. 

Speakers frequently mean much more than their words actually say. People can mean 

something different from what their words say, or even the opposite of what they say 

(Thomas, 1995:1). Still people manage to understand one another most of the time. 

Pragmatics is the study of how we go about understanding meaning in communication. 

There are rules and norms that apply to the way language is used, for example, different 

types of language use for different purposes. There also rules that regulate how 

conversation should be conducted. Paul H. Grice, a language philosopher, is said to have 

been the first one to introduce such rules. These are referred to as conversational maxims 

and they explain what constitutes successful communication between interlocutors (Grice, 

1975: 45). Grice suggested that conversation is characterized by cooperation. The 

cooperation principle, as it came to be called, was later elaborated to include four 

conversational maxims. Grice suggested that the maxims must be followed for people to 

understand each other and have a meaningful conversation (Yule, 1996: 37). According to 

the cooperative principle, interlocutors usually converse with good intentions, following 

the four maxims. However, rules can be broken, and maxims can be broken, which is what 

happens when an interlocutor does not apply the expected maxim or maxims to a particular 

conversation. This non-observance or breaking of the maxims can take place in several 

different ways and for different purposes. As much as breaking of maxims can lead to 

misunderstandings, doing so can also have a comedic or dramatic effect, for example. The 

following study will look into how the breaking of maxims is used by scriptwriters to 

achieve different effects.    

1. Introduction  
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The essay aims to identify instances of breakings of the four conversational maxims in the 

TV-series Fresh Prince of Bel Air and How to get away with murder; one of which is a 

comedy series and the other a drama and crime series. The essay will explore which 

maxims are broken, but also the effect of the respective instances of non-observance. The 

aim is not only to identify the non-observance in question but also to explore if the maxims 

broken and their respective effects appear to differ between a comedy series and a drama 

series.  

 

Consequently, the two series will be investigated and compared through an application of 

the following research questions:  

 

1. What conversational maxims are broken by the main characters and how often?  

 

 

2. What are the different effects of the non-observance of conversational maxims?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Aim  
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This section is divided into theoretical framework and previous research. The theoretical 

background, 3.1, is presented first, background information and terms relevant to the essay 

are discussed. This is followed by subsection 3.2 where some previous studies within the  

field are presented and discussed.   

3.1 Theoretical framework  

3.1.1 Pragmatics  

Defining pragmatics is by no means an easy task and definitions have been proposed by 

numerous scholars. This diversity of possible definitions is not unusual though, as 

Levinson discusses, attempts to define academic fields are often unsatisfactory (1983: 5). 

Searle, Kiefer and Bierwisch (1980) suggested that pragmatics is one of those words that 

give an impression of being something quite specific and technical, when often in fact it 

has no clear meaning (cited in Levinson, 1983: 6).  

Still, attempts at definitions have been made. Yule defines Pragmatics through four 

utterances, the first one being “Pragmatics is the study of speaker meaning” (Yule, 1996: 

3). As Yule explains, “The field is said to be concerned with the study of meaning as 

communicated by a speaker (or writer) and interpreted by a listener (or a reader)” 

(1996:3).  Pragmatics, thus, has to do with the investigation of what people mean by their 

utterances rather than the abstract meaning. Furthermore, a study of speaker meaning  

inevitably needs to involve the interpretation of how context influences what is said and 

what people mean. The second utterance used to define the field is then as follows: 

“Pragmatics is the study of contextual meaning” (Yule, 1996:3).  

Moreover, Yule notes that an exploration of how we can make inference to arrive at a 

particular interpretation of what someone intended by an utterance becomes necessary 

when studying speaker and contextual meaning. This type of study explores invisible 

meaning; how much of what we choose to leave unsaid is recognized as a part of what 

we are trying to communicate. The third phrase is, thus, “Pragmatics is the study of how 

more gets communicated then is said” (Yule, 1996:3). This then raises the question of 

how much we choose to say or leave unsaid. Yule explains that distance, no matter if 

social, physical, or conceptual, is the answer. Speakers determine how much needs to be 

said based on their assumptions of how close or distant the hearer is. Consequently, the 

3. Background  
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last phrase is “Pragmatics is the study of the expression of relative distance”. (Yule, 

1996:3).  

3.1.2 Implicature  

 

The term implicature denotes the additional meaning that may be conveyed by an 

utterance, in addition to the semantic meaning of the words uttered (Thomas, 1995:57). An 

implicature, then, is something implied by the speaker, something that is not directly stated. 

The speaker hints at something that the hearer then has to interpret. A distinction is made 

between conventional implicature and conversational implicature.  

 

With conventional implicature, the same implicature is conveyed no matter the context 

(Thomas, 1995:57). Conventional implicatures are part of a lexical item’s or expression’s 

agreed meaning (Yule, 1996:45). The meaning is not dependent on any special context.  

Conversational implicatures are implicatures derived on the basis of conversational 

principles and assumptions, relying on more than the semantic meanings of the words in 

an utterance (Yule, 1996:40). There is an additional set of meaning in addition to the 

meaning of the words uttered. For example, if a speaker answers the question “Did you 

invite Bella and David to the party?” with “I invited Bella”, the implicature might be that 

the speaker did not want David at the party and therefore only invited Bella. The meaning 

of a conversational implicature is dependent on context (Yule, 1996:40).  

 

3.1.3 The cooperative principle  

As mentioned in the introduction, the idea of the cooperative principle was coined by Paul 

H. Grice. The cooperative principle runs as follows: “Make your contribution such as is 

required, at the stage at which it occurs, by the accepted purpose or direction of the talk 

exchange in which you are engaged” (Grice, 1975: 45). Grice introduced the principle to 

explain how hearers interpret implicature (Thomas, 1995:62). The cooperative principle 

proclaims that while people are conversing, they are working with the assumption that 

various rules control the conversation (Grice, 1975: 45). These rules are culturally bound, 

and therefore, they vary depending on where you are and who you are. They are expected 

to be followed by everyone participating in conversation for it to be successful (Andresen, 

2013:7). The main idea of the principle is that we cooperate when we converse. Grice 
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suggested that interlocutors converse with willingness to both interpret and deliver a 

message. This cooperation is what makes communication efficient (Thomas, 1995:62).  

 

3.1.4 The conversational maxims  

 

To further explain and illustrate how hearers interpret meaning, Grice presented the four 

conversational maxims. Grice suggested that interlocutors adhere to the four 

conversational maxims unconsciously during conversation (Thomas, 1995:63). The four 

conversational maxims are explained and exemplified below:  

 

Maxim of quantity: Make your contribution as informative as is required. Do not make 

your contribution more informative than is required (Grice, 1975: 45).  

The first maxim requires speakers to be as informative as the situation demands, not saying 

too much or too little. A speaker fails to observe the maxim of quantity by answering in 

length about their marital problems when someone asks “How are you doing” by way of 

greeting. In the context of a greeting, such an answer contains too much information, thus 

breaking the maxim of quantity.  

 

Maxim of quality: Try to make your contribution one that is true, do not say what you 

believe to be false and do not say that for which you lack adequate evidence (Grice, 1975: 

45).  

The second maxim requires speakers to give the right information, to not be untruthful or 

speak about something without having the right information. An example of failing to 

observe the maxim of quality is saying “I loved your cooking” when one actually hated it. 

The utterance is untruthful, which means it is breaking the maxim of quality.  

 

Maxim of relation: Be relevant to the context and situation (Grice, 1975: 45).  

The third maxim requires speakers to stay relevant to the context in which an utterance 

occurs. If a speaker were to answer “I am tired” when someone asks if he or she wants 

dinner, the speaker is breaking the maxim of relation, as the utterance is, at least on the 

face of it, irrelevant.  
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Maxim of manner: Be orderly, avoid obscurity and ambiguity and be brief (Grice, 1975: 

45).  

The fourth maxim requires speakers to be orderly and clear in conversation.  

For instance, if a speaker were to say “I went to bed and then I brushed my teeth” the 

speaker is breaking the maxim of manner by not being orderly. You brush your teeth before 

going to bed, not the other way around.  

 

3.1.5 Non-observance of the maxims  

 

When a speaker fails to observe a certain maxim in conversation it may be referred to as 

breaking a maxim. Grice noted that a speaker might fail to fulfill a maxim in a number of 

different ways (Grice, 1975: 49). Deliberately lying or being incapable of speaking clearly 

are examples of a speaker failing to observe a maxim. Five ways of breaking the maxims 

were suggested by Grice, flouting, violating, opting out, suspending and infringing a 

maxim. This essay will as mentioned primarily be focusing on floutings and violations of  

maxims, therefore, these are the only types of non-observance described.  

 

3.1.5.1 Flouting a maxim  

 

When flouting a maxim, a speaker blatantly fails to observe a certain maxim with the 

deliberate intention of creating a conversational implicature. The speaker does not intend 

to mislead or deceive but is trying to prompt the hearer to look for some additional 

meaning, other than the abstract or literal meaning of the words uttered (Thomas, 1995: 

65). If the interlocutor is adhering to the cooperative principle, he or she will, by relying 

on context, be able to interpret the message. Below follows an illustration of a flout:  

 

In this example, Leila has just walked into the office of Mary. Mary’s desk is overflowing 

with work and Leila exclaims: “Whoa! Has your boss gone crazy?” Mary answers: “Let’s 

go get some coffee” because she knows that her boss is nearby. Mary’s response is flouting 

the maxim of relevance as she did not answer Leila but instead proposes they leave the 

office and get some coffee. Leila has to infer some logical reason as to why Mary made a 

non-relevant remark, for example that the boss might hear. Mary’s answer is flouting the 
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maxim as she is implementing implicature, implying that she cannot answer the question 

in that context (Yule, 1996: 43).  

 

3.1.5.2 Violating a maxim 

 

Grice describes violation as the unostentatious non-observance of maxims (Grice, 1975: 

49). When violating a maxim, a speaker fails to observe the maxim but does not 

deliberately intend to create a conversational implicature. Grice also notes that a speaker 

who violates the maxim “will be liable to mislead” (Grice, 1975: 49). An example of a 

violation of a maxim is given below: 

 

If a speaker were to be in a situation where he or she is trying to get out of trouble and 

mislead the hearer, the speaker might do so by violating the maxim of quality. As an 

example, 15-year-old Maja is asked by her father where she has been. Maja knows that the 

truth will upset her father and land her into trouble. Therefore, Maja lies and says that she 

was at her friend’s house, studying. The answer is not true, which means that it breaks the 

maxim of quality. Furthermore, Maja is not trying to imply any additional meaning; she is 

trying to deceive her father, which means it is a violation of the maxim.  

 

3.1.6 Plot and characters  

 

This section describes the necessary information about the two TV-series needed to 

interpret the results. An account of the plot and main and reoccurring characters is given.  

 

3.1.6.1 Fresh Prince of Bel Air  

 

Fresh Prince of Bel Air revolves around the character Will Smith, played by the actor with 

the same name. Will is originally from Philadelphia but is sent by his mother to live with 

his aunt, uncle and cousins in their Bel Air mansion. His mother sent him to live in Bel Air 

to keep him out of trouble and make sure he gets a good education. During the series we 

get to follow Will and his cousins as they grow and navigate life. Will’s working-class 

background often clashes in various humorous ways with the wealthy lifestyle of his family 

in Bel Air. Below follows a short description of the main characters: 
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• Will is currently a college student. He is also planning his upcoming wedding.  

• Lisa Wilkes is Will’s fiancée.  

• Mr. Banks, also called Uncle Phil, is Will’s uncle. Mr. Banks is a lawyer and a 

judge. Phil is married to Vivian Banks.  

• Hilary Banks is the oldest child of Philip and Vivian Banks.  

• Carlton Banks is the second oldest of the Banks children. Carlton attends the 

University of Los Angeles with Will.  

• Ashley Banks is the youngest daughter of Philip and Vivian Banks.  

• Geoffrey Butler is the Banks’ butler.  

 

3.1.6.2 How to get away with murder   

 

How to get away with murder is a legal drama that follows five ambitious law students and 

their professor in criminal defense. The professor, Annelise Keating, chooses four students 

to aid her in a real case each year. As the new students are starting their school year, 

however, they learn that one student, a young girl, is missing. When it is later revealed that 

that the girl has been murdered, the students and Annelise take on the case. The five 

students and their professor thus become involved in a murder plot that alters their lives 

forever. Below are short descriptions of main and reoccurring characters: 

• Annalise Keating is a professor in criminal law and a lawyer. She was married to 

Sam Keating. Annalise’s husband was killed, and Annalise helps cover up the 

murder.  

• Laurel Castillo, Michaela Pratt and Connor Walsh are all students chosen by 

Annalise to aid her in real life cases. They are also all complicit in the murder of 

Annalise’s husband.  

• Wesley Gibbins, also called Wes, is another one of Annalise’s chosen students. 

Wes used to date Rebecca, who he believes has ran away. Wes killed Annalise’s 

husband Sam Keating while trying to defend Rebecca.  

• Rebecca Sutter was Wesley’s girlfriend and neighbor. She had connections to the 

murder of the missing student and is complicit in Sam’s murder. She was killed by 

Bonnie to keep her from going to the authorities.  

• Bonnie Winterbottom is Annalise’s associate.  
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• Frank Delfino is also Annalise’s associate. He is involved with Laurel.   

• Caleb and Catherine Hapstall. Siblings that hire Annalise to represent them in a 

murder case.  

• Eve Rothlo is a lawyer and Annalise’s former lover.  

3.2 Previous Research 

Brumark (2006) studied non-observance of the conversational maxims in family dinner 

table conversations. Reasons and pre-conditions of using indirectness in conversations 

were studied through a Gricean perspective. The main purpose of the study was to examine 

how these indirect utterances, in interaction between parents and children, violated and 

flouted the conversational maxims (Brumark, 2006: 3). The study also aimed to consider 

the addressee of these non-observances, the questions of interest was to what extent the 

children were the targets or addressees. Brumark concluded that the degree of usage of 

non-observance did not differ between the two studied age groups or between mothers and 

fathers (Brumark, 2006: 31). However, the study showed that the children were the main 

addressees of flouts, on the other hand, the fathers were never addressees of flouts. What 

was useful for my study was that Brumark’s study included an analysis of the 

communicative functions and the pragmatic effects of non-observance of maxims. The use 

of non-observance of maxims to joke and add humor was noted in both of the studied 

groups (Brumark, 2006: 32).  

 

Studies on dialogue from TV-series through the Gricean maxims have also often focused 

on the humorous effect of violation of the cooperative principle. Amianna & Putranti 

(2017) studied non-observance of maxims in the TV-series How I met your mother and the 

conclusion was that the  breaking of maxims created a humorous effect in three different 

ways, described through three theories of humor (Amianna & Putranti, 2017: 10). 

Utterances were for example described as humorous through the incongruity theory, a 

theory claiming that when there is a difference between the expected and what actually 

happens, a humorous situation occurs.  
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This section consists of three subsections. The first subsection contains a method 

discussion; describing how the research was carried out. Subsection 4.2 details the material 

selected for the study. And the last subsection discusses problems of categorization.  

4.1 Method 

The research carried out in this essay is quantitative, qualitative and comparative. As the 

study combines elements of both quantitative and qualitative research, the processed 

followed can be categorized as mixed methods research (Dörnyei, 2007: 44). There are 

several ways of combining qualitative and quantitative research and to enable a multi-level 

analysis of different phenomena (Dörnyei, 2007: 45). The present study was conducted on 

two TV-series. Each selected episode was watched several times to facilitate identification 

of every utterance where a maxim is broken. These utterances are what composes the data. 

Dialogue that did not include any of the main characters were not included in the study. 

As the first step in data analysis is to transform recordings into textual form (Dörnyei, 

2007: 246), every utterance breaking a maxim was written down for further analysis. The 

study then moved on to the coding stage. Coding involves highlighting excerpts of the 

transcribed data and labeling these, making them easy to identify and group (Dörnyei, 

2007: 250). The transcribed utterances where maxims were broken were categorized into 

the four conversational maxims and divided into the categories “violation” and “flouting” 

respectively. The choice of only categorizing flouts and violations was done after a pilot 

study which showed that these were the most frequent forms of non-observance. The pilot 

study was carried out in a similar way as the study in this essay. Two episodes of Fresh 

Prince of Bel Air and one episode of How to get away with murder were studied. Instead 

of only identifying violations and floutings, the study aimed to identify all five categories 

of non-observance. As the results showed that the most frequent forms of non-observance 

were violations and floutings, these two categories were chosen to be studied in the essay.  

 

One of the aims of the study was to decide which of the maxims were broken but also how 

often each maxim was broken in the respective series. These results are presented by 

number of breakings and the percentage of breakings for each maxim, thus making up the 

quantitative part of the study. The single most important feature of a quantitative study is 

that it is centered around numbers (Dörnyei, 2007: 30). It involves data collection 

4. Method and Material   
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procedures that result in numerical data, in the case of this essay, number of breaks and 

percentage of breaks for each maxim. A qualitative study on the other hand uses deductive 

reasoning, focusing on a social phenomenon (Bryman, 2018: 455). This type of research 

answers questions such as why and how a certain phenomenon may occur, rather than how 

often (Bryman, 2018: 455). Qualitative research involves data collection procedures that 

result in open-ended, non-numerical data (Dörnyei, 2007: 24). The qualitative data of this 

study is tied to the aim of exploring the different effects of non-observance of maxims in 

the two TV-series. Lastly, the results from the data analysis of the two TV-series were then 

compared, thus making the study a comparative one. A comparative study enables analysis 

of similarities and differences between research objects (Denk, 2012: 11).  

4.2 Material   

I have chosen to conduct my study on two different series, the first one being the comedy 

series Fresh Prince of Bel Air and the second one being the drama/crime series How to get 

away with murder. The selection of episodes was done randomly and for Fresh Prince of 

Bel Air, four episodes were selected, viz.  episodes 17 through 20 from season five. Each 

episode of Fresh Prince of Bel Air is about 22 minutes long. As the episodes of How to get 

away with murder are about 42 minutes long, two episodes of this series were selected to 

be included in the study, viz. the first and second episodes of season two. The total length 

of material studied for Fresh Prince of Bel Air is 1 hour and 28 minutes. For How to get 

Away with murder, the total length comes down to 1 hour and 24 minutes.  

4.3 Problems of categorization 

During the gathering of data some problems with categorizations were encountered. One 

of the major problems was that some of the utterances broke more than one conversational 

maxim. For example, there were utterances which were untrue at the same time as they 

provided an insufficient amount of information. I have chosen to categorize such utterances 

as only breaking one maxim, choosing the one that is most clearly broken. The utterance 

was categorized as breaking the maxim that most clearly showcased the effect that the non-

observance had. Furthermore, utterances that fall under the categories of relevance and 

manner, respectively, are sometimes hard to separate. Some utterance were both irrelevant 

and obscure at the same time. I have chosen to categorize these as breaking the maxim of 

manner as the irrelevance of said utterances most often relied on it being obscure or 

ambiguous. 
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In the following section, the results of the study are presented, an account of the 

quantitative part of the study is given first. The number of breakings for each TV-series is 

presented and the most frequently broken maxims are illustrated. The subsections that 

follow have been divided into results and examples attributable to the four conversational 

maxims. In each subsection, an example of a flout and a violation, respectively, from both 

TV-series is given. The effects of the different types of non-observance of each maxim are 

also discussed. The last subsection constitutes a discussion of the gathered results.  

5.1 Quantitative results  

While carrying out the study, I observed 96 instances of breaking of maxims in Fresh 

Prince of Bel Air and 60 instances of breakings in How to get Away with murder. More 

instances of flouting than violation were observed. The number of breakings varied from 

episode to episode in both series. In How to get away with murder it was found that the 

first episode had almost twice as many breakings as the second one. In Fresh Prince of Bel 

Air, the differences between episodes were not as large. The most frequently broken maxim 

also varied from episode to episode in the respective series. A figure depicting the total 

number of breakings for each maxim in the episodes studied is provided below.  

 

 

Figure 1. Number of breakings for each maxim in Fresh Prince of Bel Air 

 

As illustrated in figure 1, in Fresh Prince of Bel Air, instances of non-observance were 

mostly categorized as breaking the maxim of manner, the maxim was broken 31 times 

(32,3% of total breakings). The second most broken maxim was the maxim of relevance 

with 27 breakings (28,1% of total breakings). For the maxim of quality, 22 breakings were 
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observed (22,9% of total breakings). Quantity was the maxim with the fewest observed. 

The maxim was broken a total of 16 times in the four episodes (16,7% of total breakings).  

 

 

Figure 2. Number of breakings for each maxim in How to get away with murder 

 

As can be seen above, the maxim of manner was the maxim with the most observed 

breakings in How to get away with murder, the maxim was broken a total of 20 times 

(33,3% of total breakings). Quality follows close by as the second most broken maxim 

with 19 breakings (31,7% of total breakings).  Moreover, the third most common maxim 

to be broken was relevance with 13 breakings (21,7% of total breakings). Quantity was as 

in Fresh Prince of Bel Air the maxim with the fewest number of breakings with 8 breakings 

observed (13,3%).  

 

5.2 Qualitative results  

The following section is divided into the four conversational maxims as subsections, in 

each subsection examples of one flout and one violation from each TV-series is presented 

and discussed.   

5.2.1 Maxim of quantity  

 5.2.1.1 Fresh Prince of Bel Air 

 

In Fresh Prince of Bel Air, the maxim of quantity was broken a total of 16 times in the four 

episodes. The maxim was flouted 12 times and broken 4 times. It was most often broken 

when the characters did not elaborate on their thoughts, creating a comedic effect as the 

interlocutor misinterpreted or got confused. Examples of breakings are given below: 
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▪  Flouting the maxim of quantity: Mr. Banks and Lisa’s father are arguing and 

blaming each other over Lisa’s and Will’s decision to elope instead of having a 

proper wedding. Ashley tells them to stop bickering because they are all going to 

be family soon. Mr. Banks and Lisa’s father settle down:  

 

(1) Mr. Banks: You know… She’s right Fred.  

Lisa’s father: Yeah. I’m sorry. My poor Yvonne, she always wanted Lisa to get 

married in a big church wedding. She is probably turning in her grave right now. 

Mr. Banks: You’re lucky she’s dead.  

Lisa’s father: What?  

Mr. Banks: I mean, my wife is still alive.  

Lisa’s father: What?  

Mr. Banks: She is going to kill me when she finds out.  

Lisa’s father: Ahh… 

Mr. Banks flouts the maxim of quantity as he says less than is required, categorized as a 

flout because more than what is said is implied. Mr. Banks leaves out that his wife is going 

to be mad when she finds out about all of this. The effect is comedic as Lisa’s father is 

confused at first, wondering what Mr. Banks is implying.  

 

▪  Violating the maxim of quantity: Will and Lisa walk into the kitchen, all beat up 

and limping. They are coming home from therapy; the counselor gave out rubber 

bats so that they could get their aggressions out by hitting something. Will and Lisa 

were bickering with an old couple and this led to a fight with the rubber bats. 

 

(2) Will: Hey, What’s up uncle Phil?  

Mr. Banks: What in the world happened?  

Will: Man, we got into a huge fight.  

Mr. Banks: A – A fist fight?  

Will: No, we used bats.  

Mr. Banks: On each other? 

Will: Oh, no, no. We beat up this old couple.  But he had it coming, right baby? 

Lisa: Yeah, baby.  
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Mr. Banks: I can’t believe what I’m hearing, that’s terrible.  

Will: Oh, no, no. It was at therapy Uncle Phil.  

Will is violating the maxim of quantity as he is not giving enough information to explain 

what actually happened. There is no additional implication, Will just fails to give the 

whole story, which is made clear by Mr. Banks confusion. This has a similar comedic 

effect as the one in the example above. The scriptwriters let Will violate the maxim to 

create a funny misunderstanding.  

 

5.2.1.2 How to get away with murder 

 

In How to get away with murder the maxim of quantity was broken 8 times, the maxim 

was flouted 7 times and violated 1 time. These breakings had varying effects; sometimes 

a mystifying one, as characters used them to keep interlocutors in the dark. By having 

characters not give enough information in conversation, the scriptwriters added suspense 

to situations. It was also used when characters did not fully want to say something 

potentially upsetting, but instead only hint. Below, examples of one flout and one violation 

are given:   

 

▪ Flouting the maxim of quantity: Annalise is talking to the Hapstall siblings in an 

interrogation room following the news that their aunt was murdered. They are 

already facing one murder charge for the murder of their parents:  

 

(3) Caleb: So we’ve been arrested for her murder?  

Annalise: I don’t know. The warrant is sealed. They won’t tell us till your 

arraignment.  

Caleb: They can do that? 

Annalise: Because you’re already facing a murder charge, yes.  

Caleb: Please. Please don’t tell me you think we’re dumb enough to kill the only 

eyewitness in our own trial.  

Annalise: We don’t know each other well enough yet.  

Caleb: We did not do this, okay? If anything, this proves someone is framing us. 
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Annalise is flouting the maxim of quantity; she is leaving out that not knowing them 

well enough means she does not know if they would be dumb enough to kill the only 

eyewitness. Caleb understands the implication and continues to try and clear their 

names.  

▪ Violating the maxim of quantity: Frank and Annalise are having a conversation; 

Frank brings up that he has been spying on Wes’ computer and noticed that he is 

looking up if there have been any reports of recent deaths. They are all trying to 

find out what happened to Rebecca. Unlike Wes, Frank and Annalise know that 

Rebecca was murdered:   

(4) Annalise: Are you spying on each of them or Wes is the only one you’re trying to 

pin this on? 

Frank: You think I killed Rebecka?  

Annalise: You’re very eager to blame this on a young man that you have no solid 

evidence on. So… did you? I won’t be mad if you did it. I’ll just be mad that you’re 

lying.  

Frank: Annalise, you know I only talk a big game.  I’ll clone all their computers, 

to see if something comes up.   

Annalise: Wait. If you’re right, that it was Wes, I have a way to find out. 

 

Annalise violates the maxim of quantity by not giving up the information of how they 

might find out if Wes is the killer. Both Frank and the viewers are kept in the dark, 

wondering what she might do. It adds suspense and has a mystifying effect. 

 

5.2.2 Maxim of quality  

 

5.2.2.1 Fresh Prince of Bel Air 

 

There were 22 observed instances of breakings of the maxim of quality in the four episodes 

of Fresh Prince of Bel Air. 4 of these breakings were floutings and 18 of them were 

violations. Breaking the maxim of quality was often done by the protagonist, Will. Several 

of these instances showed Will lying to pretend that he did understand what the other 

person meant, creating amusing moments and portraying him as dumb. The maxim of 
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quality was also broken when characters were trying to avoid hurting someone’s feelings. 

Examples of breakings are presented below:  

 

▪ Flouting the maxim of quality: Will and Mr. Banks are hanging around in the 

kitchen and Will reminds Mr. Banks that Lisa’s father is coming to visit:  

 

(5) Will: Hey Uncle Phil. Remember Lisa’s pop’s coming in from Cleveland this 

afternoon, so don’t be late for dinner. Heh, my fault. Second there, I forgot who 

I was talking to.  

Mr. Banks: Well I’m actually looking forward to meeting him. We’ll probably 

discuss the wedding while he is here. In fact, I’ve finished the guestlist. Good 

news, I kept it small, just 300 people.  

Will: 300? Who are you inviting, the entire Wayans family?  

Will flouts the maxim of quality by saying he forgot who he was talking to, which he did 

not. The implication is that Mr. Banks would never be late for dinner. This is in line with 

a running joke, i.e. that Mr. Banks loves to eat a bit too much and is overweight.  

 

▪ Violating the maxim of quality: Will and Lisa are having a meeting with a 

relationship counselor. Both Will and Lisa are trying to reassure the counselor that 

they don’t need to be there and that their relationship is going great: 

 

(6) Relationship counselor: Great, then I’ll give you the skills you need to maintain 

that enthusiasm.  

Will: If you mean what I think you mean, I got skills.  

Relationship counselor: Actually, I was talking about inner personal relationship 

skills.  

Will: Ah, man. That was what I was thinking. 

Will is violating the maxim of quantity by lying and saying that he also meant inner 

personal relationship skills when he was actually talking about sexual skills, which he 

admits later on. He is trying to pretend that he understood what the counselor was talking 

about. Will being goofy and a bit dumb is used for comedic effect. 
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5.2.2.2 How to get away with murder:  

 

In How to get away with murder the maxim of quality was broken 19 times, the maxim 

was flouted 5 times and violated 14 times. The maxim was mostly broken by characters 

trying to keep themselves out of trouble or mislead their listeners. As most of the characters 

are involved in a murder, several of them broke the maxims to keep the secret. The effect 

of these breakings was either secretive or misleading. Below are examples of breakings:  

 

▪ Flouting the maxim of quality: Annalise walks into a room where the Hapstall 

siblings are waiting for their attorney, talking about how the death penalty is still 

legal in Pennsylvania:  

 

(7) Catherine: Who are you? 

Annalise: The lawyer you should have hired in the first place.  

Rivaling lawyer: Annalise Keating, of course! How was her pitch? Did she tell you 

that she made her boyfriend kill her husband yet?  

Annalise: Call me when he screws up. 

The lawyer is flouting the maxim of quality, he does not know who killed Annalise’s 

husband. The implication is that they should not hire Annalise instead of him as she is 

involved in her own murder case.  

 

▪ Violating the maxim of quality: Laurel follows one of the lawyers working on the 

Hapstall case into the bathroom. She contacts her with the goal of getting her to 

use falsified evidence in court:  

 

(8) Laurel: You’re a lawyer for the Hapstall siblings, right?  

Lawyer: Whatever this is, it is inappropriate.  

Laurel: I- I work at a spa their aunt goes to. She wasn’t where she says she was 

the night of the murders.  

Laurel is violating the maxim of quality by lying to the lawyer; she does not work at the 

spa. She is trying to mislead her into thinking she has information that could help them in 
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the case. She then gives her a falsified video. Laurel and Annalise’s team are trying to take 

over the Hapstall case by getting them thrown out of court.  

 

5.2.3 Maxim of relevance  

 

5.2.3.1 Fresh Prince of Bel Air:  

 

In Fresh Prince of Bel Air the maxim of relevance was broken 27 times, the maxim was 

flouted 24 times and violated 3 times. The maxim of relevance was broken when characters 

were trying to avoid conversations that would get them in trouble or embarrass them. The 

maxim was also broken when someone tried to tell an interlocutor something indirectly. 

Examples of one flout and one violation of the maxim of relevance are given below:  

 

▪ Flouting the maxim of relevance: Hillary is trying to convince Geoffrey to work for 

her instead of her parents. Geoffrey is at first reluctant, but Hillary suggests that 

he could do it when the family does not have need of him and just not tell Mr. Banks 

about it:  

 

(9) Geoffrey: Are you suggesting that I lie? 

Hillary: Big time.  

Geoffrey: Miss Hillary, I couldn’t. I’ve worked for your father for 20 years. He’s 

seen me through very hard times. He even paid for my dear mother’s cataract 

surgery. 

Hillary: The extra money could get you that Beemer.  

Geoffrey: Well… It’s not as if he gave her a kidney.  

Geoffrey flouts the maxim of relevance; the utterance is not relevant to the conversation 

when Hillary is talking about payment. Geoffrey is implying that Mr. Banks did not do 

enough for him to give up Hillary’s offer. Geoffrey’s hard turn from being intent on not 

lying to giving up his determination has presumably been added to create a humorous 

effect.  

▪ Violating the maxim of relevance: Will is complaining about Lisa’s newfound 

love of shopping at the breakfast table:  
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(10) Mr. Banks: Well, get used to it Will. You’re about to marry and you know 

how women are.  

Mrs. Banks: No, Phillip. How are we?  

Mr. Banks: Fine. And you?  

Mr. Banks violates the maxim of relevance by answering how he is doing, which is not 

what Mrs. Banks was asking. Mr. Banks is trying to get out of the question which in turn 

has a humorous effect.   

 

5.2.3.2 How to get away with murder: 

 

The maxim of relevance was broken 13 times in the two episodes studied for How to get 

away with murder. 10 instances of floutings were observed and 3 instances of violations. 

The maxim was mostly broken when characters were trying to change the subject and avoid 

certain conversations. These breakings were also used to hint at something the characters 

did not want to say directly. Examples of breakings are given below:  

 

▪ Flouting the maxim of relevance: Laurel and Michaela are arguing because Laurel 

lied to Michaela; the argument leads to a fight: 

  

(11) Michaela: Okay, you do realize I’m not scared to hit a bitch? 

Laurel: Oh. Just throw me down the stairs. You did a pretty good job with Sam. 

Frank: Hey! You think I have got time to be a freaking nanny? Shut your traps 

and get to work.  

Frank is flouting the maxim of relevance implying that they are acting as children and that 

he does not have time to meddle. Instead of just saying that they are being childish, he uses 

the utterance to indicate that they are taking up his time also.  
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▪ Violating the maxim of relevance: Eve and Annalise are discussing the case of 

Annalise’s former boyfriend Nate, who is on trial for the murder of Annalise’s 

husband: 

 

(12) Eve: Do you love him?  

Annalise: He is innocent.  

Eve: That is not what I asked.  

Annalise is violating the maxim of relevance, instead of answering the question she is 

intent on convincing Eve that Nate is innocent. Annalise is romantically involved with 

Eve and does not want to let her in on her feelings, especially since it could influence the 

case if Eve is upset. 

 

5.2.4 Maxim of manner  

 

5.2.4.1 Fresh Prince of Bel Air:  

 

31 instances of breakings of the maxim of manner were observed in the four episodes of 

Fresh Prince of Bel Air. The maxim was flouted 29 times and violated 2 times. The maxim 

of manner was mostly broken when characters said something obscure or ambiguous to 

change the subject or to emphasize their point. The maxim was also broken by characters 

when they simply were trying to make a joke.  

▪ Flouting the maxim of manner: Will and Geoffrey are in the kitchen, talking:  

 

(13) Will: Hey, G, What is your idea of, like, the perfect wedding? 

Geoffrey: Any one at which I’m not serving hors d’oeuvres or pouring champagne.  

Will: Wow, then you’re going to think ours sucks.  

Will is flouting the maxim of manner with an obscure utterance; the implication is that 

Geoffrey will be serving at their wedding. The utterance has a humorous effect 

considering Geoffrey just admitted that he would like to go to a wedding where he is 

not a server.  
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▪ Violating the maxim of manner: Hillary and Carlton are meeting with an IRS 

worker; Hillary is about to leave as she feels ridiculous in her revealing clothing:  

 

(14) Carlton: You can’t leave. There is something I haven’t told you. You could 

go to prison for this.  

Hillary: That’s ridiculous. It isn’t that short.  

Carlton: Hillary, Grow up. We are dealing with the united states government here.  

Hillary is violating the maxim of manner; the utterance is unclear and obscure. Carlton is 

talking about Hillary going to prison over wrongfully filed taxes while Hillary is thinking 

about the length of her skirt. Hillary does not understand what Carlton is talking about, she 

is often portrayed as stupid and ditzy.  

 

5.2.4.2 How to get away with murder:  

 

The maxim of manner was broken 20 times in the two episodes studied for How to get 

away with murder. The maxim was flouted 14 times and violated 6 times. The maxim was 

mostly broken when the characters were speaking in code to keep sensitive information 

from spreading. As with other maxims the effect of breaking the maxim of manner was 

secretive and added tension. Examples where the maxim was broken are given below:  

 

▪ Flouting the maxim of manner: Frank is talking to Annalise about his espionage of 

Wes. Frank and Annalise lied to Wes and told him Rebecca was alive and staying 

at a motel to see what he would do, expecting him to out himself as the killer:  

 

(15) Frank: Puppy trap came up empty. He never went to the motel. In what 

world does he not at least look for the girl, Annalise? Do you want me to sit him 

down, make him spill it? 

Annalise: I’ll do it.  

Frank is flouting the maxim of manner by being obscure and talking in code. He is 

talking about Wes, saying that their planned trap did not work. Frank and Annalise talk 

in code throughout the episodes to keep hearers in the dark.  
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▪ Violating the maxim of manner: The other students have been suspicious about 

Asher’s relationship with Bonnie and try trap him into revealing their status: 

 

(16) Bonnie: Millstone. 

Connor: Hey, lover boy. Your girlfriend wants you. 

Asher: Yeah? No? What?  How … How’d you know that she is my girlfriend?  

Michaela: Oh. We didn’t, until you just admitted it. 

Asher is violating the maxim of manner by not being orderly or clear. He is trying to 

dismiss the notion that Bonnie is his girlfriend, he gives up when he thinks the others 

already know. 

5.3 Discussion of results  

The study has shown that all four conversational maxims were broken several times in both 

TV-series. However, Fresh Prince of Bel Air had a total of 36 more observed breakings 

than How to get away with murder. The amount of non-observances also differed between 

episodes of the same series. The biggest difference was observed between the two episodes 

of How to get away with murder. The explanation might be that the second episode had 

less dialogue where the main characters were involved, and these interactions were not 

included in the study. Furthermore, most maxims were observed to be flouted more often 

than violated in both TV-series. The maxim of quality was the only maxim that had a 

predominant amount of violations in both TV-series. The maxim of quality was used by 

characters in both TV-series to mislead to a greater extent than the other three maxims 

 

The most frequently broken maxim in both series is the maxim of manner, as illustrated in 

figure 1 and 2. Characters broke the maxim while trying to avoid certain subjects, to imply 

something instead of saying it straight out or to emphasize their points. However, how 

these breakings were used, and their effects, varied between the two series. In Fresh Prince 

of Bel Air, the characters often broke the maxim to avoid embarrassment by changing the 

subject or to emphasize their points. Scriptwriters have presumably added dialogue where 

characters broke the maxim with obscure and odd utterances to add a humorous effect. The 

characters were portrayed as silly, stupid or weird. In How to get away with murder, the 
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maxim was mostly broken when characters were speaking in code or trying to avoid topics 

that could land them into trouble. The effect was in contrast to the humor in Fresh Prince 

of Bel Air a lot more mysterious and dramatic.  

 

The second most frequently broken maxim differed between the two series, in Fresh Prince 

of Bel Air, the maxim of relevance came second with 27 observed breakings. For How to 

get away with murder, the second most frequently broken maxim was quality, with only 

one less non-observance than manner. Much like non-observances of the maxim of 

manner, characters in Fresh Prince of Bel Air broke the maxim of relevance to change the 

subject or hint at something. By having characters say unexpected things or make 

something into a joke, the scriptwriters added light-heartedness and humor. On the other 

hand, as the name of the series suggests, murder and how to get away with it is a big part 

of the plot in How to get away with murder. Breaking the maxim of quality is therefore a 

natural part of the dialogue as characters had to lie to keep themselves out of trouble. While 

characters in Fresh prince of Bel air were portrayed as funny and easygoing, characters in 

How to get away with murder were portrayed as deceitful and secretive.  

 

As illustrated in figure 1 and figure 2, the maxim with the third most observed breakings 

also differed between the two series. For Fresh Prince of Bel Air the maxim of quality 

came in third place, for How to get away with murder it was the maxim of relevance. The 

maxim of quality was broken by characters in Fresh Prince of Bel Air mostly to avoid 

hurting someone’s feelings, much different from the lies told by characters in How to get 

away with murder while breaking the same maxim. In How to get away with murder, non-

observance of maxim of relevance was used much like the maxim of manner. Characters 

failed to observe the maxim to change the subject and avoid certain topics. Lastly, the least 

common maxim to be broken was the maxim of quantity for both series. In Fresh Prince 

of Bel Air the maxim was mostly broken when characters did not elaborate on their 

thoughts, often confusing interlocutors, which had a comedic effect due to several 

misinterpretations. In How to get away with murder, non-observance of the maxim was 

instead used to create drama and suspense. Scriptwriters had characters say less than 

needed to keep the audience guessing about what was to come.  
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The aim of the study was to identify what conversational maxims were broken by the main 

characters in the two series and if the maxims broken differed between a comedy and a 

drama series. The results have shown that all four of the conversational maxims were 

broken several times in both TV-series.  As previously stated, the maxim of manner had 

the most observed breakings in both TV-series. The maxim of quantity was the least 

common maxim to be broken. The second and third most frequently broken maxims 

differed between the two series.  

 

The aim was not only to identify non-observance of maxims but also to explore if their 

respective effects appear to differ between the two series. While the results show that all 

maxims were broken in both TV-series and that the most and least frequently broken 

maxim was the same for both series, the discussion showed that the effects of these 

breakings were vastly different. Fresh Prince of Bel Air used non-observance of maxims 

to evoke comedy, humorous situations were created through obscure and unexpected 

utterances. Much like Amianna & Putranti (2017:10) deduced, the humorous situations 

were created in different ways. These different ways of creating comedy which Amianna 

& Putranti found in their study of How I Met Your Mother corresponded with the ways 

humorous effects were brought forth through breaking of maxims in Fresh Prince of Bel 

Air (Amianna & Putranti, 2017: 10). Characters often broke the maxims, mostly the maxim 

of manner or maxim of relation, to say something that the listener did not expect. The 

humorous effect of these breaks can be explained through the incongruity theory which 

says that humor occurs when there is a difference between what happened and what 

someone expected (Amianna & Putranti, 2017:5). Through the breaking of maxims the 

main characters in Fresh Prince of Bel Air were portrayed as dumb, weird and silly. How 

to get away with murder used these breakings in an entirely different way. Characters broke 

the maxims by speaking in code, lying or changing the subject to avoid trouble. The effect 

was a far more dramatic and mysterious one, characters were portrayed as shifty and 

deceitful instead of silly and dumb.  

 

In conclusion, there can be no generalization as to which maxim is the most commonly 

broken or what effect these non-observances have in the two different genres. This 

considering the study is based on data from a few episodes and only two TV-series. For 

6. Conclusion  
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instances, the most commonly broken maxim in Fresh Prince of Bel Air differed from 

other studies where comedy series were investigated (Amianna & Putranti, 2017; 

Andresen, 2013). What the results have shown, however, is how understanding and 

studying maxims helps us describe how scriptwriters manage to evoke different feelings 

and effects such as drama and humor through dialogue. We do not speak with the maxims 

in mind, and scriptwriters presumably do not write dialogue with the maxims in mind. The 

cooperative principle and the maxims can be used as a way of describing conversation, not 

to create it. As drama series and the dramatic effects of breaking conversational maxims 

have not been studied quite as much as comedy series, the study has also contributed by 

expanding the field.  

 

An interesting topic for further studies would be if male and female characters in a TV-

series break different conversational maxims or if the number of broken maxims differs 

between characters. Another idea would be to study what characteristics are brought forth 

by characters when breaking the different conversational maxims in different genres.  
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Appendix  

The bold sentences are breakings. In an utterance more than one maxim can be broken but 

only one is mentioned for each bold sentence. 

 

Quantity, give the right amount of information when you speak (q). 

Quality, be truthful (qu). 

Relevance, be relevant to the context (r). 

Manner, be clear and orderly when conversing (m). 

 

 

Fresh Prince of Bel Air 
 
Episode I (Season 5, episode 17): 

(1) Will: Hey, Ash, guess what?  

Me and Lisa finally set the date. We are getting married in September.  

Ashley: Oh Will, that’s great! 

Will: Ey, listen. I’ve even bought the ring too.  

Ashley: Really? How many carats?  

Will: Why, Ash, It’s not the size that counts. (m) 

Ashley: That small, huh?  

 

(2) Lisa: Wha…  

Will: Oh. It’s nothing, babe.  It’s that thong underwear you bought me for Christmas. (qu) 

 

(3) Lisa:  I just wanted to come over and thank you for fixing my sink. (qu) 

Will: Oh. Cool.  

Lisa: Hey, Baby. How about meeting me for a little midnight swim? 

Will: Ooh! You got that baby. Where? 

Lisa: My living room. (m)  

Lisa: Thanks to you, my whole apartment is flooded. It will be days before I can get in.  

Will: I’m, I’m sorry, Babe. I’m usually pretty handy with that stuff. (qu) 

Will, talking to Carlton and Ashley: Tell her ya’ll, didn’t I just fix the toaster?  

 

(4) Hillary: I don’t have time to dust and push around that … What do you call that big loud thing 

that sucks up everything?  

Geoffrey: You call him daddy. (r) 

 

(5) Geoffrey: Are you suggesting that I lie? 

Hillary: Big time.  

Geoffrey: Miss Hillary, I couldn’t. I’ve worked for your father for 20 years. He’s seen me through 

very hard times. He even paid for my dear mother’s cataract surgery  

Hillary: The extra money could get you that Beemer.  

Geoffrey: Well… It’s not as if he gave her a kidney. (r)  

 

(6) Will: Man, what is that smell?  

Lisa: Oh, It’s my chicken stew.  

Will: Girl, exactly what part of that chicken are you cooking? 
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Lisa: Come here boy, I want you to taste it.  

Will: Why? I- I mean, I’d love to baby. (qu) 

Lisa: I made it especially for you.  

Will: Oh, thank you.  

Will, choking: Oh, damn! I swallowed it! 

Lisa: What!? 

Will: Oh. Uh… It was, finger-lickin’ good, baby. (qu) 

 

(7) Lisa: Oh, Mr. Banks. Will and I are in love. We don’t need any counseling.  

Mr. Banks: No. Now, look, Will. Marriage is difficult at any age. All counseling will give you is the 

tools you need to make you relationship work. I mean, you wouldn’t drive a car without at least 

a few lessons first. (r)  

Will: Lookey here, Uncle Phil. I’m from Philly. (r) I was driving when I was 11.  Thanks a lot man, 

but we both go to school and we work. We really do not have time for that.  

Mr. Banks: Oh, well. That’s a shame, because I was going to pay for you honeymoon. Anywhere 

in the world you wanted to go.  

Will: Hey, baby. What’s Swahili for ching ching? (m)  

 

(8) Relationship counselor: Great, then I’ll give you the skills you need to maintain that enthusiasm.  

Will: If you mean what I think you mean, I got skills. (m)  

Relationship counselor: Actually, I was talking about inner personal relationship skills.  

Will: Ah, man. That was what I was thinking. (qu) 

 

(9)  Geoffrey: Miss Hillary, I’m sorry, but I have duties here to attend to. Besides, I’m still worn out 

from last night.  

Hillary: I just had you do a little yard work. (q) 

Geoffrey: I do not think black-topping your tennis court falls under that category.  

Hillary: You are so lazy. (qu) 

 

(10) Mr. Banks: Lisa. Hi. Where’s Will? 

Lisa: Will who? (m) 

Mr. Banks: Will, was there a problem in therapy?  

Will: Man, we are this close to breaking up.  

 

(11) Lisa: What is your problem?  

Will: Me? Baby, just tell me one thing… Did you put something on, or did you take something 

off? (m) 

Lisa: Trust me Will. The next time I decide to take something off, you’ll be too old and blind to 

care. (m) 

 

 

 

(12)  Lisa: Will, we are sitting over here.  

Will: Whoa, there you go trying to tell me where to sit. I sit when and where I please, you 

hear? ‘Cause I’m the man. I’m the maaan. You give me one good reason why I should sit over 

there. (m) 

Lisa: Because your name is on the seat.  

Will: I knew that. (qu) 

 

(13) Will: She always been like that? 
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Therapy attendee: Nah. She used to be mean. We tied the knot 40 years ago and I’ve been 

swinging from it ever since.  

Will: I hear you man. Sure does women like that make you realize why god made darkness. (m)  

Therapy attendee: Hey man! You insulting my wife?  

 

(14) Will: Hey, What’s up uncle Phil?  

Mr. Banks: What in the world happened?  

Will: Man, we got into a huge fight. (q) 

Mr. Banks: A – A fist fight?  

Will: No, we used bats. (q) 

Mr. Banks: On each other? 

Will: Oh, no, no. We beat up this old couple. (q) But he had it coming, right baby? 

Lisa: Yeah, baby.  

Mr. Banks: I can’t believe what I’m hearing, that’s terrible.  

Will: Oh, no, no. It was at therapy Uncle Phil. (q) 

 

Episode II (Season, episode 18): 

(17) Will: Hey, G, What is your idea of, like, the perfect wedding? 

Geoffrey: Any one at which I’m not serving hors d’oeuvres or pouring champagne.  

Will: Wow, then you’re going to think ours sucks. (m) 

 

(18) Will: Hey Uncle Phil. Remember Lisa’s pop’s coming in from Cleveland this afternoon, so don’t be 

late for dinner. Heh, my fault. Second there, I forgot who I was talking to. (Qu) 

Mr. Banks: Well I’m actually looking forward to meeting him. We’ll probably discuss the wedding 

while he is here. In fact, I’ve finished the guestlist. Good news, I kept it small, just 300 people.  

Will: 300? Who are you inviting, the entire Wayans family? (m) 

 

(19) Carlton: I said I’ll take care of it. I do not want to scare you, but these bureaucrats are heartless.  

Hillary: Well, what should I do? 

Carlton: Smile, be polite, and wear a spandex dress that makes them sit up and say “Hi, 

Chihuahua”. (r) 

Ashley: Carlton, that’s terrible. Hillary would never degrade herself like that. 

Hillary: Absolutely not. I’ll wear leather. (m)  

Ashley: You should just wear hot pants and a bustier with two big cones it.  

 

(20) Lisa’s father: What are these, perennials?  

Will: Those are flowers, Fred. You know, like a bride carries at a wedding? (r) 

Mr. Banks: That reminds me, Will. I was at the country club, so I put down the deposit for the 

rose garden.  

 

(21) Carlton: You can’t leave. There is something I haven’t told you. You could go to prison for this.  

Hillary: That’s ridiculous. It isn’t that short. (m) 

Carlton: Hillary, Grow up. We are dealing with the united states government here.  

 

(22) Carlton: What an odd duck. (m) She’s just not focusing.  

Hillary: She is focusing alright, focusing on your chest. As unbelievable and disgusting as it 

sounds, she wants you.  

Carlton: That’s ridiculous.  

 

(23) Lisa’s father: I’ll have you know I put 10.0000 dollars aside for this wedding.  

Mr. Banks: Please. That would not even cover the invitations.  
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Will: Okay, okay, Kumbaya, my lord. Everybody! Kumbaya. (r) 

Lisa’s father: There is nothing wrong with being a hard-working man. Have you ever done an 

honest day of work in your life? 

Mr. Banks: I happen to be a judge.  

Lisa’s father: I’ll take that as a no. (r) 

 

(24) Mr. Banks: I’d like to see you try to fit in at the country club… crushing beer cans on your head, 

telling everybody why sears is the place to buy tires. (r) 

Lisa’s father: Oh, I know you do not want to talk about tires. (m) 

Mr. Banks: Do you want to take this outside?  

 

(25)  Mr. Banks: You know… She’s right Fred.  

Lisa’s father: Yeah. I’m sorry. My poor Yvonne, she always wanted Lisa to get married in a big 

church wedding. She is probably turning in her grave right now.  

Mr. Banks: You’re lucky she’s dead. (m) 

Lisa’s father: What?  

Mr. Banks: I mean, my wife is still alive. (q) 

Lisa’s father: What?  

Mr. Banks: She is going to kill me when she finds out.  

Lisa’s father: Ahh…  

 

(26)  IRS lady: This whole audit can be resolved very quickly. All you have to do is cooperate.  

Carlton: What are you doing? 

IRS lady: Nobody has to know, nobody gets hurt. (r) 

Carlton: You’re busted lady. If you don’t sign this form exonerating Hilary, I’ll sue you for sexual 

harassment.  

IRS lady: Just try, you have no idea what you are up against.  

Carlton, taking out a tape-recorder: I thought you might try something, so I took precautions.  

IRS lady: That was a tape-recorder!? (q) 

 

(27)  Lisa’s father: That butler of yours makes one mean sandwich. What is that, Grey poupon?  

Mr. Banks: You like it? 

Lisa’s father: Oh yeah 

Mr. Banks: I’ll see you go home with a case of it. Hey, listen to this. The country club let me slide 

my wedding deposit over to the pro shop. For five years I’ve had my eye on one of those turbo-

driven golf carts. (r) 

Lisa’s father: Yeah? 

Mr. Banks: So daddy is coming home with a turf buggy. 

 

(28)  Lisa: We did not go through with it.  

Will: You know, It just didn’t feel right without our family and our friends being there, so you can 

go ahead with the traditional blow out wedding.  

Lisa: With all the trimmings.  

Will: So, uh, uncle Phil, you can fly in all my boys, and all my boys’ boys and all my boys’ boys’ 

boys, you know what I’m saying? We gonna rock that country club so hard, Bob Hope will be 

doing the tootsie roll, you know? (m) 

Mr. Banks: Ah, hear this, son. You two are going to get married right here on the patio and you 

are going to like it. (q) 

 

Episode III (Season 5, episode 19):  

(29)  Ashley: Will, I don’t think I’ve ever seen you bite your nails. Are you worried about something?  
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Will: I was not biting my nails, Ashley. (qu) 

Carlton: Will, when I’m nervous, I put a bag over my head and breathe very deeply.  

Will: Does that help? 

Carlton: Absolutely. By the time I regain consciousness I’ve forgotten everything I was worried 

about.  

Ashley: Come on Will, I know something is bothering you.  

Will: Oh, okay, I will admit it. You know, I am getting married in two months and that does give a 

brother a lot to think about. Heh. That does not mean that I am worried about my future… 

because I’m not. (qu) 

Ashley: Oh, Will. There is nothing to worry about. (qu) So what, you and Lisa have no place to 

live.  

Carlton: And no money in the bank. 

Will: Well, thank you guys very much. I feel better now. (qu) 

Ashley: Don’t worry Will. You and Lisa will be okay. (qu) 

Carlton: That’s right. l believe you’ll always be able to make a living. You do own a squeegee, 

right? (r) 

(30) Carlton: Will, dad does not need financial advice from you. Why do you think he has me?  

Will: I don’t know. The drugstore was closed that weekend? (r) 

 

(31) Will: This new idea is not stupid. And I do not want to get rich quick. (qu) I just want to be a 

married man who is responsible and realistic. And I need to do it in two weeks.  

Mr. Banks: Two weeks, Will?  

Will: You know, two days would be even better.  

 

(32) Mr. Banks: What do you two want? I’m a judge and I’m in the middle of making a very crucial 

decision here.  

Will: Uh, go with the original. Extra crispy is overrated. (m) 

 

(33) Mr. Banks: I don’t think I’m interested.  

Will: Well, uh, Jazz lives there, Uncle Phil.  

Mr. Banks: Oh that’s very different. I know I’m not interested.  

 

(34) Will: I get the feeling you’re not taking me seriously, Uncle Phil.  

Mr. Banks: Oh, well, I’m sorry Whoopi. But I can assure you that Donald Trump does not 

negotiate business deals playing a ukulele and wearing a Bullwinkle hat. (r) 

Will: Okay, okay. Point well taken, Uncle Phil.  

  

(35) Mr. Banks: Danish? 

Geoffrey: Only on my mother’s side. (r) 

 

(36) Will: Hey Uncle Phil.  

Mr. Banks: Good morning, Will.  

Will: Morning. Carlton left something. He wants you to… He wants you to read. Wants you to 

read it. (qu) 

Mr. Banks:  Hmm, looks like Carlton worked up a proposal of his own.  

 

(37) Mr. Banks: This is impressive. Yeah. Now this is how you put together a presentation. See how 

he’s organized all the facts and figures here?  

Will: Oh, yeah.  

Mr. Banks: Yeah. Some of these figures look pretty good.  

Will: You just like the pie-chart in there, don’t you? (m) 
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Mr. Banks: You can joke if you want to, but I wouldn’t mind taking a big bite out of this pie. (m) 

 

(38)  Will: You know, it’s amazing because just last night you were saying how stupid this was. It must 

have morphed.  

Mr. Banks: Yeah, Well… I really flipped through it rather quickly and… 

Will: You backpaddle any faster Uncle Phil, You’re gonna moonwalk right through that wall. 

(m) 

 

(39)  Mr. Banks: Apparently, I’m the owner of housing that has substandard living conditions.  

Hillary: I told you to get a big-screen TV. (r) 

Mr. Banks: Not this house. Chalet Towers.  

 

(40)  Carlton: You know dad, if it wasn’t for Will, you would have never set foot in this hellhole.  

Mr. Banks: Hey, don’t worry about me son. Remember, I was not born rich. I know how to rough 

it. (qu) 

Geoffrey: Can someone grab the cappuccino machine?  

Will: Got it, G.  

Geoffrey: Thank you master William.  

 

(41)  Mr. Banks: I only have seven days to bring every violation up to code and look at all of these.  

Will: Look, Uncle Phil, you want me to start calling repairmen?  

Carlton: No Will, he wants you to call the idiot who keeps greenlighting all those Chevy Chase 

movies. (qu)  

 

(42)  Will: What took you so long? And what’s up with the carpenters?  

Carlton: Oh. Didn’t you hear? Their new hits collection comes out next week. (m) 

Will: Oh jeez Lousie, we better rush down and wait in line right now. (m) 

 

(43)  Mr. Banks: So, how are you two doing? 

Carlton: Not bad, all things considered. In fact, this week was kind of invigorating. Which reminds 

me, I think I’m going to go freshen up. I think I saw a hydrant on the corner, and now I know 

how to use a wrench. (r) 

 

(44)  Mr. Banks: Since the repairmen didn’t show up, they gave me a week’s extension. So, come on, 

let’s go. You’ve been working night and day. You’ve done your best.  

Will: Yeah, I did my best and look what happened. (q) I don’t even know why Lisa wants to 

marry me. (r) 

Mr. Banks: Well, you got me there. (m) 

 

(45)  Will: Wait, um… Look, Uncle Phil, man, um, you know, I just wanted… I wanna say, you know… 

(m) 

Mr. Banks: Yeah… sure… me too. (m) 

Will: You know what I mean.  

Mr. Banks: Yeah, sure.  

 

Episode IIII (Season 5, episode 20):  

 

(46)  Mr. Banks: Well, get used to it Will. You’re about to marry and you know how women are.  

Mrs. Banks: No, Phillip. How are we?  

Mr. Banks: Fine. And you? (r) 
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(47)  Will: Excuse me. Hey, what’s up, bro? How you doing? I’m looking for my cousin, she works on 

the next set. She’s the host of the Hillary Banks show.  

Set-worker: What’s her name. 

Will: Ehh, Cleopatra Jones. (qu) 

Set-worker: Hmm… Will: Brother, look, she’s tall, light skinned sister.  

 

(48) Will: Hey, Hil, what’s up? Look I’m in a little bit of a bind here. Now, I found Lisa’s engagement 

ring, but I don’t get paid until Thursday. I was wondering, you know, could you lend me a couple 

of hundreds? You know, just for the deposit.  

Hillary: I think I’m going to faint. (r) 

 

(49) Actor: I see you around here a lot. You like our show? 

Hillary: I can’t take my eyes of it. Can I touch it? (m) 

 

(50) Mrs. Banks: Troy and I are working late on our book tonight.  

Mr. Banks: Troy? Professor T. Johnson is a Troy? (m) 

Mrs. Banks: What’d you think the T stood for? 

Mr. Banks: Well, I was hoping for Thelma. (q) 

 

 

(51) Will: Do I play a convincing coma victim or what? 

Geoffrey: Well, you’re no Sunny von Bulow. (m)  

 

 

(52) Carlton: Excuse me, I can’t flush the commode. 

Will: C, It’s a prop. (q) 

Carlton: Nice seeing you again Joan. (r) 

 

(53) Mr. Banks: I don’t believe it. Vivian’s working late with the professor again tonight. Geoffrey, do 

you realize she has missed dinner every night this week?  

Geoffrey: And yet, inexplicably, we’ve had no leftovers. (r) 

 

(54) Will: Hey babe, I’ve been thinking. You know what, I’m just going to quit. I know how 

uncomfortable the love scenes make you.  

Lisa: They don’t make me uncomfortable. 

Will: Oh sure they do, you slapped me earlier.  

Lisa: Will, that was before you explained it to me. I believe you said, and I quote: “I might as 

well be kissing Flavor Flav”.  

Geoffrey: But of course, that was when Flavor Flav was a woman. (m)  

Will: Ey, ey, ey, look here man. That ain’t got nothing to do with it. (qu) Besides, don’t you 

have something better to do? (r) 

Geoffrey: No, sadly, this is the high point of my day. That and coming up with names for my 

chia pet. What do you think of Larry? (r)  

 

 

(55)  Will: Look babe, the truth is, I’m just not that good an actor.  

Lisa: You seem like you’re doing a pretty good job right now. (q) Baby, I’m sorry. Don’t 

worry. You’re gonna do just fine.  

Will: You know what? You’re right, I am. Thanks a lot babe, I feel a whole lot better. I’m 

gonna go out there and knock them dead. (qu) 
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(56)  Will: Carlton please get me off the show.  

Carlton: Are you insane? If you quit, I don’t get paid. But what’s most important, I don’t get 

paid. They only way you can leave and still get the money is if they fire you.  

Will: Carlton, sometimes, man, I just want to hug you. (r) 

 

 

(57)  Geoffrey: Sir, this is a letter to Mrs. Banks, from him. (q) Oh just go for it sir, I’ll swear it came 

that way. (qu) 

Mr. Banks: Dear Vivian… 

Geoffrey: Good lord! (r) 

Mr. Banks: I can’t believe it, he called her “dear”.  

Mrs. Banks: Phillip, are you reading my mail? 

Geoffrey: It didn’t come this way! (r) 

 

 

(58)  Ashley: Oh Will, it’s too bad you won’t get the chance to work with Halle Barry. (q) 

Will: Please tell me you meant Chuck Berry.  

Geoffrey: Well, It’s all here in Soap Opera News. Apparently, you or whatever lucky devil will 

be playing Royce comes out of the come a changed man. According to this, Royce is moving 

in with miss Berry next week.  

Ashley: Didn’t you get your script? (q) 

Carlton: Ah, I knew there was something I forgot. (q) 

Will: Head start, coming in five, four, three, two… (m)  

 

 

 

 

How to get away with murder: 

Episode I (Season 2, episode 1):  

(1) Annalise: Now what if your client is the spouse of the murder victim and you know he did it. 

What would be your defense strategy… Mr. Gibbins?  

Wes: Pass. (q) 

Annalise: I’m not Professor Hahn. (r) No one passes in my class.  

Wes: I just did. (q) 

 

(2) Connor: Were you drunk in class today, or did you finally grow a pair after you girlfriends ran 

away? (m) I’m sorry … after you let her run away.  

Wes: Yeah, after I let her run away. (qu)  

Connor: I knew it.  

 

(3) Michaela: Okay, you do realize I’m not scared to hit a bitch? 

Laurel: Oh. Just throw me down the stairs. You did a pretty good job with Sam.  

Fighting ensues.  

Frank: Hey! You think I have got time to be a freaking nanny? (r) Shut your traps and get to 

work.  

 

(4) Frank: It’s freaking “Lord of the flies” out there. (m) 

Annalise: They are scared.  

Frank: But is it true? The puppy went attack dog on you today? (m) 

Annalise: Acting out in class does not make him a killer, Frank.  (r) 
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(5) Catherine: Who are you? 

Annalise: The lawyer you should have hired in the first place.  

Rivaling lawyer: Annalise Keating, of course! How was her pitch? Did she tell you that she made 

her boyfriend kill her husband yet? (qu)  

Annalise: Call me when he screws up. (m) 

 

(6) Michaela: That is Eve Rothlo, right?  

Asher: Who is Eve Rothlo? 

Bonnie: Go away! (m) 

Laurel: Why is she here? 

Connor: How does she know Annaliese?  

Asher: Again, who is this lady? 

Michaela: She is a death row attorney.  

 

(7) Annalise: Will you please lower your voice! 

Eve: Why? Because I’m right… you are a killer? 

Annalise: Nate did not do it. (r) 

Eve: Are you saying that just because he is your boyfriend?  

Annalise: He is not my boyfriend.  

Eve: Mm, I’m sure.  

 

(8) Annalise: Listen, there is nothing I can tell you to help you with Nate’s case.  

Eve: I won’t win his case because I’m not taking it. 

Annalise: Can you just do this for me please?! 

Eve: Just do it for you? Because we are so close. (qu)  

Annalise: He is innocent, all right? I promise you that, I promise.  

Eve: No. 

Annaliese: Eve…  

Eve: This is not court Annalise. You can’t play me. (r) 

Annalise: Then why did you come here, huh? It was not just to tell me no, right? You want to 

help me.  

Eve: I hate you so much. (qu)  

 

(9) Annalise: Are you spying on each of them or Wes is the only one you’re trying to pin this on? 

Frank: You think I killed Rebecka? (r) 

Annalise: You’re very eager to blame this on a young man that you have no solid evidence on. 

So… did you? I won’t be mad if you did it. I’ll just be mad that you’re lying.  

Frank: Annalise, you know I only talk a big game. (m) I’ll clone all their computers, to see if 

something comes up.   

Annalise: Wait. If you’re right, that it was Wes, I have a way to find out. (q) 

 

(10) Annalise: Are we ever going to have this out, or are you going to keep punishing me until I figure 

out exactly what’s been bothering you?  

Wes: Nothing’s been bothering me. (qu).  

Annalise: Well, you were pretty upset with me in class yesterday.  

Wes: I’d been up all night working on a paper. I was tired, I guess. Sorry.  

Annalise: Apology accepted.  

Wes: Is that all?  
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Annalise: No. We know where Rebecca is. Frank found her in at the Third street motel in West 

Philly. I’m telling you so you know we are keeping an eye on her and that you were right… 

She’s kept quit, no visits to the police. (qu)  

Wes: Thank you for telling me.  

 

(11) Laurel: So, any news on Rebecca?  

Bonnie: I’m not Frank (r), Laurel. You can’t twirl your hair and make me tell you things.  

Laurel: I’m not asking to be nosey; this affects all of us.  

 

(12) Laurel: You’re a lawyer for the Hapstall siblings, right?  

Lawyer: Whatever this is, it is inappropriate.  

Laurel: I- I work at a spa their aunt goes to. (qu) She wasn’t where she says she was the night of 

the murders.  

Violating the maxim of quality by lying, as to mislead the lawyer into thinking she is just someone 

who wants to help with the case.  

 

(13) Bonnie: Millstone. 

Connor: Hey, lover boy. Your girlfriend wants you. (qu) 

Asher: Yeah? No? What? (m). How … How’d you know that she is my girlfriend?  

Michaela: Oh. We didn’t, until you just admitted it.  

 

(14) Frank: Where’s the puppy? (m)  

Laurel: Just left for the library, why? 

Connor: Frank? 

Frank: Busy. (m) 

 

(15) Eve: We can’t be seen together.  

Annalise: Only if you take Nate’s case, which you’re not.  

Eve: That’s true. I’m not.  

Annalise: Tell me why.  

Eve: I thought you could figure that part out yourself. (q) 

Annalise: What does that mean?  

Eve: What does it mean? You framed him!   

 

(16) Michaela: So, um, do you work nearby or are you staying at the hotel?  

Guy at the bar: I work nearby. 

Michaela: Nice. What do you do? 

Guy at the bar: Men. (m) I’m gay. And I can tell you are hitting on me, which is really flattering.  

 

(17) Frank: Puppy trap came up empty. (m) He never went to the motel. In what world does he not 

at least look for the girl, Annalise? Do you want me to sit him down, make him spill it? 

Annalise: I’ll do it. 

(18) Laurel: Rebecca’s dead, isn’t she?  

Frank: Why do you think that? (m) 

Laurel: Because it’s true, she’s dead.  

Frank: Why do you think that? (m) 

Laurel: She’d have gone to the police if she was still alive, but she didn’t because she’s dead. 

 

(19) Annalise: You live here alone? 

Eve: You did not come here to talk about my personal life. (r) 

Annalise: You were right. I ruin people. (r) 
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Eve: You mean Nate? 

Annalise: Everyone. (q) 

Eve: That is a little melodramatic, don’t you think?  

 

(20) Caleb: What about you husband murder trial? Won’t you be too distracted to take on a big case 

like this? 

Annalise: No, because I’m not on trial for his murder.  

Caleb: But you are a suspect. (q) 

Annalise: Some people say that. But consider the facts… What if I did do it, kill my husband? 

Like I said, I’m not on trial. (m) 

 

(21) Laurel: Dance with me! 

Michaela: Over my dead body. (m) 

Laurel: I’m sorry Michaela. I shouldn’t have taken the ring! I just did not know you then, But I 

know you now. I know I can trust you.  

 

Episode II (Season 2, episode 2): 

(22)  Annalise: What idiot hires a new lawyer then murders their aunt? (qu) 

 

(23) Caleb: So we’ve been arrested for her murder?  

Annalise: I don’t know. The warrant is sealed. They won’t tell us till your arraignment.  

Caleb: They can do that?  

Annalise: Because you’re already facing a murder charge, yes.  

Caleb: Please. Please don’t tell me you think we’re dumb enough to kill the only eyewitness in 

our own trial.  

Annalise: We don’t know each other well enough yet. (q) 

Caleb: We did not do this, okay? (qu) If anything, this proves someone is framing us. 

Annalise: Okay. Where were you earlier tonight?  

Caleb: At home. We’ve been together all night. (qu) 

Annalise: Catherine, is that true? 

Catherine: Of course. We were both home. (qu) 

 

(24) Landlord: Your Girlfriend has gone M.I.A. on me, bro. Hasn’t paid rent in three months. 

Wes: She is not my girlfriend. (qu) 

Landlord: Oh no, she ghost you?  

Wes: It’s not like that. (qu) 

 

(25) Connor: Someone sext you a penis pic? 

Michaela: Uh, I was just looking up what judge is presiding over Nate’s hearing. (qu) 

 

(26) Connor: You want us, the real murderers, to go to the fake murder’s trial?  

Wes: Annalise would kill us.  

Laurel: I’d kill you.  

Asher: Why are we killing each other?  

Connor: Uh. Oliver is HIV-positive. And Laurel was just saying that she would kill me if I had sex 

with him before my prep kicks in. (qu)  

 

(27) Eve: Do you love him?  

Annalise: He is innocent. (r) 
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Eve: That is not what I asked.  

 

(28) Random guy: Excuse me. My phone died. Can I borrow one of yours? 

Connor: Uh. Yeah, you can borrow mine.  

Michaela: He has a boyfriend. His name is Oliver and he is wonderful. (r) 

Random guy: What about you, do you have a boyfriend? Because this is just a ploy to sneak my 

number into your phone. Levi.  

Connor: She doesn’t have a boyfriend.  

Michaela: Um, actually I do. (qu) 

 

(29) Laurel: All that sugar is going to mess up your liver.  

Frank: I got to get my sugar from somewhere, especially with you being all boring. (m) 

 

(30) Michaela: We can investigate the lab that did the DNA test.  

Laurel: And the chain of custody…  

Connor: Or we can accept the fact that our clients are going down for three murders and cut our 

losses.  

Asher: Yes. I say we stop Hap-stallin’ and hit eject on these fools. (m) 

 

(31)  So you are admitting that you lied to us.  

Caleb: Only because I knew how it would look.  

Bonnie: Or because you were slicing you aunts throat.  

Caleb: No. God, no.  

Bonnie: Then why do we have surveillance footage that puts you one block from your aunt’s 

car? (qu) 

Caleb: That’s impossible. I run the same route every night. River road to the park and then home.  

 

(32)  Asher: How are you holding up man? 

Oliver: Good? 

Asher: I just want to say that I have all the respect in the world for what you are dealing with, 

and “Philadelphia” is one of my favorite movies, and I just… I think you are brave, man. (r) 

 

(33)  Oliver: What’s next? You want to know how I got it? 

Conner: No, I don’t…. 

Oliver: Because If I’m being really honest, you should be happy I haven’t told you. (m) That’s 

how different we are. I keep my mouth shut about things that’ll hurt you.  

 

(34)  Connor: Let’s talk about how you have terrible taste in men. I mean like that guy at the 

courthouse today, how do you say no to that? 

Michaela: Uh. He wasn’t my type.  

Oliver: What’s you type?  

Connor: Gay. (m) 

 

(35)  Annalise: I did not take care of you. I ruined you. (m) 

Bonnie: No. You saved me.  

Annalise: No. I didn’t. And the worst part is, is that you still think I did. No. You needed to be 

saved from me. And that’s what you all need. (q) 

 

(36) Annalise: You didn’t have to come.  

Eve: Of course I did. 

Annalise: You’re forgiven. (r) 
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(37)  Annalise: You needed to pin it on me, I know that. But you didn’t have to make it about me… 

me. The things you know would hurt me. You made it personal, and I don’t understand why you 

had to do that, unless that was the point… to hurt me. Why would you do that? 

Eve: You know why. (qu) 

Annalise: I don’t.  

Eve: Because a part of me is still in love with you.  
 


